In this paper, we present a novel hybrid numerical-analytical 
Introduction
In the past five years, polymer nanocomposites have become one of the most vibrant research areas in nanotechnology development. Synthesized by incorporating nanoscale particles, such as nanotubes and nanoplatelets ͑mainly clay platelets and graphite nanoplatelet͒ ͓1͔, into polymers, polymer nanocomposites aim at exploiting the exotic physical and chemical properties of these nanoscale structures. Recent experimental results demonstrate that compared to their parent polymer systems, polymer nanocomposites can exhibit significant improvement in mechanical and physical properties, such as dramatically increased strength, modulus, and dimensional stability, decreased permeability to small molecules, increased thermal stability and heat distortion temperature, increased chemical resistance, and increased electrical conductivity and optical clarity ͓2-20͔. These superior properties are achieved at very low loading levels of nanoinclusions, without sacrificing many advantages of the parent polymer, such as their low density and high processibility. Moreover, like conventional polymer composites, the properties of polymer nanocomposites can be tailored by proper control of the morphology ͓2,21͔. These extraordinary behaviors combined make nanocomposites a multifunctional material and open opportunities for their applications in many fields, including the aeronautical and aerospace industry, automobile industry, civil infrastructures, and medical devices.
Substantial effort has been devoted to understanding the underlying mechanisms of morphology control and morphologyproperty relationship of polymer nanocomposites. Although the nanoinclusions themselves are certainly major contributors to the dramatic changes in behavior of polymer nanocomposites compared to the host polymer, some responses, particularly in the viscoelastic properties, cannot be attributed directly to the nanoinclusions. Investigations of viscoelastic properties ͑Refs. ͓2,22͔, and the references therein͒ illustrate a few non-material-specific patterns,
• the transition zones of storage and loss modulus curves are broadened or shifted on the time or temperature scale; • glass transition temperature Tg is either shifted ͑nor-mally toward higher temperature͒ or broadened 2 .
Since the properties of the nanoparticles are not time/ temperature-dependent in the experimental measurement scales, these property enhancements cannot be attributed to the properties of the nanoinclusions.
Recently, many studies have directed interest to the formation and function of an interphase region in the vicinity of the nanoscale fillers ͓2,22,23͔. Because the dimensions of nanoinclusions are comparable to the radius of gyration of the polymer chains, their presence is expected to alter the dynamics of polymer chains in the region directly surrounding them, resulting in a difference of behavior of this region from that of the bulk polymer.
From conventional micromechanics points of view ͑mainly shear-lag models ͓24͔͒, the importance of interphase is manifested mainly by its capability of properly transferring stress from the matrix to the fillers. The interphase's capability of stresstransfer in various polymer nanocomposite systems have been carefully examined both experimentally, such as fiber fragmentation tests ͓25͔ and single fiber pullout tests ͓26͔, and theoretically, i.e., by means of molecular dynamics simulation ͓27-30͔ or by analogy to continuum-level micromechanics model, in particular, shear-lag models ͓31͔. Despite a few results on nanotube/epoxy system providing evidence of poor load transfer capability ͓32,33͔, the majority of the results reported demonstrated a very robust load transfer capability of the interphase, with a strength in the range of 100-376 MPa ͓26,29,30͔ with the possibility of reaching as high as 500 MPa in certain systems ͑nanotube/polyurenthane nanocomposite͒, which is at least an order of magnitude higher than the interphase strength in conventional particulate and fiber com-posites ͓25͔. This highly efficient load transfer capability of the interphase allows significant increase in the reinforcing efficiency of the nanoparticles, pushing the property envelop of polymer nanocomposites.
In conventional short fiber and particulate composites, other than the critical role in load transfer, the interphase itself is not considered to contribute significantly to the overall properties of the composites because, normally, the interphase is only present in a amount considerably smaller than the matrix and the fillers ͓34,35͔. In polymer nanocomposites, however, the surface area to volume/weight ratio of the nanoinclusions is several orders of magnitude higher than that of conventional fillers. Thus, the amount of the interphase generated through the interaction of polymer molecules and the nanoinclusions could be enormous, easily dwarfing the nanoparticle amount. In addition, a strong interaction between the nanoinclusions and the polymer molecules and a sufficient nanoinclusion dosage could result in the alteration of all polymer molecules in the nanocomposite, resulting in disappearance of the signature of bulk polymer in the nanocomposite behavior ͓2͔.
Many recent attempts to model the behavior of polymer nanocomposites have extended modeling techniques originally developed for high polymer sciences and conventional fiber and particulate composites. These techniques can be divided into computational chemistry approaches and continuum-theory-based approaches.
Computational chemistry approaches, mainly molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ and coarse-grained molecular dynamics ͑CGMD͒, capture the structural and dynamical details at the atomic or molecular level and have been utilized to investigate important issues, such as load transfer from matrix to nanoinclusions ͓27-30͔ and changes in polymer mobility near a nanoparticle ͓36-38͔. The direct implementation of MD and CGMD onto full-scale modeling of polymer nanocomposites, however, is prohibited due to extremely high computational cost. Typical simulations involve only a few small nanoparticles with 50-100 short polymer chains ͑Ͻ100 units long͒.
On the other hand, continuum-theory-based approaches easily capture full-scale nanocomposite response and allow many aspects of nanocomposites to be modeled and explored. A drawback of this approach is the required continuum assumption of the nanosized inclusions as well as the surrounding polymer, despite the discrete atomistic nature of the nanostructures; the justification and limitation of this assumption is still a subject of debate. These methods, mainly micromechanics models ͓13,25,39-44͔ and numerical methods, i.e., finite element analysis ͓43,45,46͔, have been employed to model the elastic properties of the polymer nanocomposites and excellent agreement with experimental results has been reported in many cases.
Increasingly more efforts have been devoted to the development of multiscale modeling, particularly, hierarchical multiscale modeling, which refers to the hierarchical coupling of modeling schemes at different length and time scales in order to link the localized behavior to the macroscopic properties. The subject system is "decomposed" into different regions in the sense of length scale and/or time scale. Different modeling techniques are then applied to different regions accordingly and are connected in a sequential way in which the output of one is used directly as input for another up the length/time hierarchy. Many of the recently reported modeling efforts on polymer nanocomposites, including a few that have been classed above into micromechanics approaches, fall into the category of hierarchical multiscale modeling ͑though it should be noted that in these studies, while the hierarchy of the length scale was maintained, the hierarchy of the time scale was not addressed͒.
In a recent work by Li and Chou ͓47͔, the carbon nanotubes were modeled as beam structures by a molecular structural mechanics approach ͓48͔, which is similar to quasicontinuum ͑QC͒ method 3 earlier developed to simulate deformation in solids ͓49͔. The polymer matrix was modeled with FEM. The two parts were either connected directly in case of perfect nanotube/polymer bonding or connected by equivalent truss rod representing the van der Waals interaction in case of imperfect nanotube/polymer bonding.
Also worth noting are several works that explicitly or implicitly used the idea of "pseudoparticle" or "effective particle" ͓39,40,43,44͔. The subject systems were treated as polymer reinforced by pseudoparticles, which represent the localized morphology. The effective properties of pseudoparticles were evaluated and subsequently used as the input for the direct implementation of continuum-theory based models on the virtual system consisting of polymer and pseudoparticles. Some of the complexities in the polymer nanocomposites, such as the clay nanoplatelet cluster ͑intercalated clay particles͒ in clay polymer nanocomposites and the wavy in situ configuration of nanotubes in nanotube-based polymer nanocomposites, have been considered in the models.
To summarize, the development of modeling methods for polymer nanocomposites is fairly vibrant. The most promising class is probably multiscale modeling where various modeling schemes at different length ͑and possibly, time͒ scales are coupled. The investigation of the elastic properties of the polymer nanocomposites using these models has been proved to be successful. However, at the present time none of the existing models have examined the influence of nanoparticles on the viscoelastic nature of the material responses, nor have they taken into consideration the interphase as a significant contributor to the overall performance of the nanocomposites rather than merely a load transfer agent. Given the importance of the interphase demonstrated experimentally, the development of a low computation cost modeling technique that specifically accounts for the interphase is thus needed to provide accurate predictions of the viscoelastic behavior of the polymer nanocomposite.
In the current paper, we introduce a hybrid numerical-analytical modeling method. It has a multiscale nature; that is, it hierarchically couples several modeling techniques and/or even the results of fine scale experimental measurements. Operating at a relatively low computational cost, it can take into consideration not only the interphase but also many other complexities in the polymer nanocomposites, such as the complicated in situ configuration of the nanoparticles and the interphase. In Secs. 2 and 3, the theoretical background of this modeling technique will be presented. A few sample applications will be provided. Results and discussions will follow.
Theoretical
The core of this hybrid modeling technique consists of MoriTanaka method and the concept of numerical dilute strain concentration tensor. The Mori-Tanaka method ͓50͔ is based on Eshelby's analysis of elastic stress field in and around an ellipsoidal particle in an infinite matrix ͓51,52͔ and is commonly regarded as one of the most powerful micromechanics models. A brief description of how to apply this method to a composite is presented here ͑for more detailed discussion, please refer to ͓53,54͔͒.
Consider a linear elastic inclusion 4 with elastic modulus C i embedded in an infinite linear elastic body of matrix material with 3 Quasicontinuum ͑QC͒ method was developed based on the Cauchy-Born rule to simulate deformation in solids. The Cauchy-Born rule is a local approximation of the strain energy and gives the strain energy at a given point by using the strain energy associated with a crystal subjected to the same homogeneous deformation as exists at that point. By using this rule, the continuum stress tensor and tangent stiffness can be derived directly from the interatomic potential by differentiating the potential with respect to local deformation gradient once and twice, respectively. 4 Note that in Eshelby's analysis, an inclusion is defined as a finite domain embedded in the matrix that has the same properties as the surrounding matrix, while an inhomogeneity is defined as a finite domain embedded in the matrix that has different properties to its surrounding matrix. The term inclusion in this article actually refers to the inhomogeneity. elastic modulus C m . Perfect bonding at the inclusion/matrix interface is assumed. Initially, the entire system is in a stress-free state, i.e., zero stress everywhere. When the infinite body is subjected to a uniform strain field , the volumetric average strain inside the inclusion, i , which is given
͑1͒
where i and V i represent the strain field and domain of the inclusion, respectively, can be related to with the introduction of Hill's concept of strain concentration tensor ͓55͔ as
where A i is the strain concentration tensor for the inclusion. Note that the strain concentration tensor in this dilute 5 setup is usually called the dilute strain concentration tensor and is denoted by A i,dil in the present discussion.
This dilute setup can be employed to approximate a two-phase composite containing a number of identical inclusions that are aligned, providing the inclusions are well dispersed and the volume fraction is sufficiently low so that an individual inclusion sees the matrix as infinite. In this situation, the interaction between the inclusions is negligible and the elastic modulus of the composite is determined by
where v i is the volume fraction of the inclusion. To model a composite that has higher volume fraction of uniformly oriented inclusions, the interaction between the inclusions is taken into account by assuming that the individual inclusion feels the average strain in the matrix m as the far field strain so that the dilute strain concentration tensor relates the average strain in the inclusion and the average strain in the matrix as
m . The strain concentration tensor is then given by
͑4͒
where I is the identity tensor. Combining Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑3͒, recognizing that A i,dil in ͑3͒ must be replaced by A i for nondilute composites, and we obtain
͑5͒
In the case of a composite containing N types of inclusions that have unidirectional orientation, the modulus of the composite is given by
where C j i , v j i , and A j i,dil are the stiffness, volume fraction, and dilute strain concentration tensor of type j inclusion, respectively. For composites that have multiple types of inclusions that are nonuniformly oriented, the average with respect to the orientation must be taken. Designating the orientational average operation of a tensor t by ͕t͖, Eq. ͑6͒ is correspondingly changed into
͑7͒
Although this analysis is derived under the conditions that all phases comprising the composite are linear elastic, this method can also be implemented with correspondence principle ͓56͔ to the case where the n͑n Յ N͒ phases of an N-phase composite are linear viscoelastic providing the elastic counterpart has exact solution ͓57͔. Equation ͑7͒ is modified as
where the attachment of the superscript asterisk refers to the complex values. It is easily noted that the critical issue of this method to determine effective composite response is the determination of the dilute strain concentration tensors. In the classical Mori-Tanaka method, the dilute strain concentration tensor is determined analytically via use of the Eshelby solution. However, while the analytical solutions of the dilute strain concentration tensors for ellipsoidal inclusions and some inclusions with regular nonellipsoidal shapes have been derived ͓58͔, to obtain analytical solutions for arbitrarily shaped inclusions is quite a challenge. Unfortunately, in most of the polymer nanocomposites, in situ configurations of the nanoparticles are fairly complicated. Scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ and TEM images of the fracture surface of nanocomposites revealed that the nanotubes and nanoplatelets are typically highly curved ͓2,59͔, as shown in Fig. 1 . As the interphase forms around the nanoparticles, the curved double inclusion nature precludes current analytical approaches and the direct implementation of classical Mori-Tanaka method.
In our hybrid modeling scheme, the dilute strain concentration tensors are determined numerically by employing a finite element analysis technique. A similar modeling scheme has been employed to investigate the influence of nanotube waviness in a twophase elastic ͑both nanotube and matrix were treated as purely elastic͒ composite ͓60͔. In our approach, a finite element configuration ͑unit cell͒, consisting of a nanoparticle and one or more 5 Dilute refers to the fact that there is only a single inclusion embedded in the infinite matrix. Transactions of the ASME layers of surrounding interphase embedded in extensive bulk matrix material, is established. The in situ configurations of the nanoparticle and the interphase are modeled explicitly, and the calculation is done in the viscoelastic domain. The unit cell must be large enough to ensure that the nanoparticle and the interphase see the matrix as infinite so that the dilute solution can be obtained. Appropriate boundary conditions are then applied to unit cell and finite element solutions of the volumetric average strains inside the interphase͑s͒, and the nanoparticle are obtained. By Eq. ͑2͒, the numerical dilute strain concentration tensors are calculated for the nanoparticle and the interphase regions. Using these as inputs, a three-phase Mori-Tanaka method is employed to solve for the response of the polymer nanocomposite. Although the properties of the nanoparticle and the bulk polymer may be readily available, the properties of the interphase are more of a challenge. Ideally, interphase properties can be either directly measured or calculated by implementing molecular dynamics simulation. It should be noted that both modeling and experimental methods at the molecular length scale presently contain significant assumptions. Specifically, MD simulations yield the behavior of polymer molecules in a time period of a few femtoseconds up to a few nanoseconds; in contrast, the continuum calculations require viscoelastic parameters many orders of magnitude longer in time. And limited by computational capability, in order to carry out computations in a reasonable time frame, current MD simulations can only be implemented at a reduced scale in which some structural details of the polymer molecules are often dropped. Thus at the current stage, results of MD simulations cannot directly provide realistic continuum time and length scale properties, but can only provide guidance for trends in continuum properties of the interphase compared to the continuum properties of the bulk polymer. In this paper, the continuum properties of the interphase will be assumed by a particular relationship to the bulk matrix properties, based on published results from MD simulations and experimental work in confined polymers ͓38,61-63͔. It has been noted that attractive interactions can alter polymer dynamics substantially, with Tg changes greater than 10°C, which corresponds to a few decades of change in the characteristic relaxation time. Thus, here we assume that there is only one interphase, whose properties are uniform and can be related to those of the matrix material ͑bulk polymer͒ by a shift in the relaxation times. Our ongoing study of molecular dynamics simulation and experimental measurement of the interphase is expected to enable us to examine more accurate assessment in the future.
The ladder hierarchy of this hybrid numerical-analytical modeling technique is thus: the lowest rung is the MD simulation or experimental measurement of the interphase͑s͒ ͑which, in this paper, is approximated by a relaxation time shift based on existing experimental/modeling data͒; the middle rung is finite element analysis of the unit cell; the upper rung is Mori-Tanaka method; the upper two rungs are connected with the concept of numerical dilute strain concentration tensor.
Because both the finite element analysis and the classical MoriTanaka method are insensitive to the length scale of the composites, this hybrid modeling method can be used in composites with any size of inclusions. However, the specific conditions consid- Fig. 2 Schematics of difference between the real three-phase composite "a… and the virtual counterpart "b… if classical MoriTanaka method is applied Fig. 3 Schematics of composite configurations studied in this paper: "a… nanotube/PC nanocomposite: nanotube fractions "v NT … 2.5% and 5%; nanotube/PMMA nancomposites: v NT 0.5%; interphase fractions "v int … each a factor of 8 larger; "b… nanoplatlet/PC nanocomposite when the nanoplatelets are flat; and "c… nanoplatlet/PC nanocomposite when the nanoplatelets are curved. For both "b… and "c…, nanoplatelet volume fraction v NP is 0.5% and interphase v int 24% ered in this paper, namely, curved particles and large interphase zone, are relevant for nanoparticle reinforced composites for the reasons mentioned earlier.
It should be further noted that the prediction made by our hybrid numerical-analytical method should be more accurate than the prediction made by the classical Mori-Tanaka method for composites with an interphase. In real nanocomposites, such as the three-phased one schematically shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ , the nanoparticles are encapsulated in the interphase, which is, in turn, embedded in the matrix. While this effect is taken into account in our hybrid numerical-analytical method by the way the dilute strain concentration tensors are obtained ͑see following section for detailed examples͒, a direct implementation of the classical MoriTanaka method with three phases, however, would correspond to the situation shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ , where the interphase is a separate inclusion, not encapsulating the nanoparticles. Although recent work ͓64,65͔ has provided an analytical solution for the situation of particle encapsulated in one layer ͑or multilayer͒ of coating, the particle and coating must be spherical in shape.
Sample Applications, Results, and Discussion
A few two-dimensional sample applications of this hybrid modeling technique on polycarbonate ͑PC͒ and poly͑methyl methacrylate͒ ͑PMMA͒ based polymer nanocomposites are presented in this section. These computations are done in the complex viscoelastic domain in order to provide the frequency-and temperature-dependent viscoelastic properties, which characterize the relaxation of the polymer nanocomposites. Composite con- Transactions of the ASME figurations studied include several inclusion shapes and interphase volume fractions to highlight the influence of these features. Specifically, we will consider a case of straight nanotube composite with low and moderate interphase volume fractions, straight graphite plate and curved graphite plate composites with moderate interphase volume fractions. These differences are illustrated schematically in Fig. 3. 3.1 Nanotube/PC Nanocomposites. To model nanotube/PC nanocomposites, the nanotubes were assumed to be unidirectionally aligned and ideally dispersed, as schematically shown in Fig.  3͑a͒ . The transverse ͑directions 11 and 22͒ complex moduli of the composite were calculated. The PC used was Lexan from GE plastics, and the frequency domain response of pure PC was obtained by frequency sweep mode dynamic mechanical analysis ͑DMA͒ ͑for details of the experiments, please refer to ͓23͔͒. The results were manually shifted using time-temperature superposition ͑TTSP͒ to obtain the master curves at a reference temperature of 150°C. These curves were properly trimmed and approximated with a 29-term Prony Series using a linear least squares solver DYNAMFIT previously developed in this lab ͓66͔. The comparison between the experimental results and the Prony series approximation is shown in Fig. 4 .
The finite element analysis was performed using ABAQUS TM , which requires the property definition of viscoelastic materials to be given in complex shear and bulk moduli. DMA results of the pure PMMA were in the format of complex Young's modulus versus frequency. Therefore, conversion from complex Young's modulus to complex shear and bulk moduli was performed: assuming that the instantaneous Poisson's ratio of PC is 0.4 and the instantaneous terms ͑Young's modulus, shear, and bulk moduli͒ relate with each other through an elastic relationship, the instantaneous bulk modulus was calculated. Since the variation of the bulk modulus with time/frequency is relatively small, the complex shear modulus at each frequency point was calculated using dynamic correspondence principle assuming a constant bulk modulus
The calculated values for G * were then approximated with a 29-term Prony series.
As discussed earlier, the properties of the interphase used were derived from those of the bulk PC by horizontally shifting bulk PC curves in the frequency domain, indicating the difference between the bulk and interphase lies only in the mobility of polymer chains. Such an assumption corresponds to a simple shift in the relaxation times of the polymer in the interphase zone due to interaction with the nanotube. The nanotube was modeled as solid The finite element model ͑mesh͒ that was used to retrieve the numerical dilute strain concentration tensors of the nanotube and the interphase is shown in Fig. 5 . The nanotube is represented by the circle region at the center; the interphase is represented by the annulus that surrounds the nanotube with a thickness equal to the diameter of the nanotube, consistent with data in ͓63͔; the bulk PC is represented by the square with a lateral dimension 30 times the diameter of the nanotube. The size of the model was chosen as such so that it is ensured that the matrix appears infinite to both the nanotube and the interphase. Note such a configuration also determined that the ratio of interphase volume fraction to nanotube volume fraction was set to 8. Perfect bonding at the nanotube/interphase and interphase/matrix interfaces was assumed.
Considering the two-dimensional centrosymmetric nature of our finite element models, only two strain cases, namely, one farfield 6 tensional strain 11 ͑or 22 ͒ and one farfield shear strain 12 ͑or 21 ͒, were needed to be applied to the models. These farfield strains were applied to the model by specifying the displacement at certain nodes. The strains were restricted to be small so that large deformation would not occur. The finite element solutions for the volumetric average strain inside the inclusions were obtained and subsequently, numerical dilute strain concentration tensors for the nanotube and the interphase were determined. The properties of the composites were then calculated.
An additional step was taken to assess the strain field distribution inside the nanotube and the interphase. The normal distribution curves of the complex strain fields inside the inclusion and the interphase in the case where the interphase was assumed to be three decades less mobile than the bulk PC, and the whole finite element configuration was subject to farfield shear strain with an amplitude of 1.5ϫ 10 −4 and a frequency of 1 ϫ 10 5 are shown in Fig. 6 . These curves indicate that the strain fields inside both the nanotube and the interphase are relatively homogeneous, which justifies the implementation of Mori-Tanaka method.
The result for the case where the volume fraction of nanotubes was 2.5 vol % and 5 vol % and the interphase was three decades less mobile than the bulk PC is shown in Fig. 7 , where the predicted storage and loss shear moduli of the nanocomposite are plotted against those of the bulk PC and the interphase. It can be clearly seen in Fig. 7 that the nanocomposites show a shift of transition zone towards lower frequency, as compared to the bulk PC. The loss modulus peak, shown in Fig. 7͑b͒ , is remarkably broadened, and this broadening becomes more obvious as the volume fraction of nanotubes increases. These trends manifest the large influence of the interphase and are consistent with experimental observation ͓23͔. Also included in the plots is the hybrid model prediction for the nanocomposite in which all the bulk PC has been altered to the interphase properties, which potentially happens when the nanotube-PC molecule interaction is strong and nanotube dispersion is excellent, leading to a percolating interphase, which spans through the whole composite. It can be seen that in this case, instead of broadening ͑of the loss peak͒, the transition zones are completely shifted corresponding to the interphase. Only a small difference in magnitude distinguishes the curves for the nanocomposite from those of the interphase due to the elastic stiffness of the nanotubes themselves. This prediction provides additional evidence to aid the interpretation of experimental observations of a functionalized nanotube polymer nanocomposite ͓2͔, which also demonstrates a complete shift of the loss modulus without broadening.
3.2 Nanoplatelet/PC Nanocomposites. For nanoplatelet/PC nanocomposites, the nanoplatelets were assumed to be fully exfoliated and ideally dispersed in the polymer. The hybrid modeling technique was implemented to assess the influence of nanoplatelet curvature on the frequency domain response of the nanocomposite, the investigation of which has not yet been re- 6 The strains were applied to the matrix. As the inclusions see the matrix as infinite body, they see these strains as farfield strains. Transactions of the ASME ported in the literature. The two-dimensional configuration of a curved nanoplatelet was mathematically represented by a partial annulus characterized with a length L, a thickness t ͑and thus a two-dimensional aspect ratio of L / t͒, and a radius of curvature R, as schematically shown in Fig. 8 . The nanoplatelet was assumed to be isotropic and linear elastic with Young's modulus of 450 GPa and Poisson's ratio of 0.3. The finite element model ͑mesh͒ that was used in the case where the nanoplatelet had a two-dimensional aspect ratio of 150 and a radius of curvature R = L / , i.e., the nanoplatelet was a half annulus, is shown in Fig. 9 . Thus, this calculation represents an extreme case for platelet curvature; note, however, that experimental images of nanoplates that have been exfoliated down to the individual sheet layer reveal high degrees of wrinkling and extreme curvature ͓59͔. The interphase encapsulating the nanoplatelet was set to have a thickness 20 times the thickness of the nanoplatelet, which determined that the volume fraction ratio of interphase to nanotube was ϳ48. The square, representing the bulk PC, was set to have lateral dimensions 1000 times and 1500 times the thickness of the nanoplatelet, respectively. Three strain cases, including two farfield tensional strains 11 and 22 and one farfield shear strain 12 ͑or 21 ͒ were applied.
The hybrid modeling method was used to predict the complex Young's moduli in both directions 11 and 22 for the polymer nanocomposite that contains 0.5 vol % curved nanoplatelets unidirectionally aligned in direction 11, as schematically shown in Fig. 3͑c͒ . Interphase properties four decades less mobile than the bulk PC are used, and the results are plotted in Fig. 10 and compared to predictions for the same composite with flat nanoplate- lets, schematically shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ .
As can be seen in Fig. 10 , for both directions 11 and 22, the predicted storage and loss moduli of the nanocomposite with flat nanoplatelets are higher than those of the nanocomposite with curved nanoplatelets and the discrepancy is more pronounced in the low-frequency regime. Shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ , for both the nanocomposite with flat nanoplatelets and the nanocomposite with curved nanoplatelets, the loss Young's modulus peak is remarkably broadened, as compared to the pure PC, due to the large volume fraction of interphase for this case. For the polymer with the flat nanoplatelets, the storage and loss moduli in the 11 and 22 directions differ from each other in the high-frequency regime. Although anisotropy is expected for a composite with aligned platelike inclusions, it should be noted that for the composite here, the volume fraction of the plate itself is quite small, 0.5%. In addition, given the moderate aspect ratio of the more ellipsoidal interphase region ͑␣ -0.2͒ surrounding the plate at 24% volume fraction, the anisotropy between the 11 and 22 directions is small. For the nanocomposite with aligned, curved nanoplatelets, this small anisotropy has completely disappeared, indicating that the waviness of the nanoparticles can reduce the anisotropy of polymer nanocomposites.
3.3 Nanotube/PMMA Nanocomposite. To model nanotube/ PMMA nanocomposites, the nanotubes were assumed to be unidirectionally aligned and ideally dispersed. Poly ͑methyl methacrylate͒ ͑PMMA͒ was provided by Polysciences, Warrington, Pennsylvania, with its frequency domain response obtained by frequency sweep mode dynamic mechanical analysis ͑DMA͒ ͓2͔. By time-temperature superposition ͑TTSP͒, master curves at a reference temperature of 121°C were obtained and, subsequently, trimmed and approximated with a 29-term Prony series. The comparison between the experimental results and the Prony series approximation is shown in Fig. 11 .
In order to predict the temperature domain response of the nanocomposites, the shift factors obtained in TTSP process for frequency domain response master curves were employed during the computational analysis. The frequency domain response of bulk PMMA at a certain temperature was obtained by shifting the master curves at reference temperature by shift factors corresponding to this temperature.
The finite element model used was the same as described in nanotube/PC nanocomposite section. The predicted temperature domain response ͑complex Young's modulus͒ at 1 Hz of the nanotube/PMMA nanocomposite with 0.5 vol % nanotubes and 4 vol % interphase that is four decades less mobile than the bulk PMMA is plotted against that of bulk PMMA in Fig. 12 . As shown Transactions of the ASME clearly in the figure, the glassy state ͑before the transition zone͒ storage modulus of the nanocomposite is higher than that of pure PMMA. In the loss modulus plot, the location of the loss peak is approximately the same for both the nanocomposite and the pure PMMA, but difference in magnitude is apparent and the width of the loss peak of the nanocomposite is broadened compared to bulk PMMA. These predictions, manifesting the influence of the interphase, are consistent with the experimental observations for unfunctionalized nanotubes ͓2͔. Since the experimental composite has a randomly oriented nanotube morphology, properties have a matrix dominated aspect and as such the results from the 2D transverse simulation here are representative of the influence of the interphase in the experimental system. Because of the 2D nature of our calculation, exact quantitative comparison to experiments is not appropriate. The similarity of the results is, however, striking and provides additional confidence in the interpretation of a relatively small discrete interphase zone in the experimented composite with unfunctionalized nanotubes.
Conclusion
A hierarchical numerical-analytical modeling technique was developed to predict the viscoelastic response of polymer nanocomposites and include the influence of the interphase and nanoparticle morphology. The method uses a finite element unit cell analysis to determine the strain concentration tensors of nanoparticle and inclusion for a dilute solution, then couples the numerical result with a traditional micromechanics Mori-Tanaka method to predict overall nanocomposite response. Here, interphase properties were assumed to be related to bulk matrix properties by a simple time shift that corresponds to altered mobility of the polymer in the vicinity of the nanoparticle. Future efforts will address more accurate interphase responses by performing molecular dynamics simulations or experimental measurement of localized behavior ͑the interphase͑s͒͒. This modeling method was implemented two-dimensionally on nanotube-and nanoplatelet-based polymer nanocomposites. Given the experimentally measured frequency domain response of the bulk polymer, the viscoelastic behaviors of the nanocomposites in both frequency and temperature domains can be calculated. Quantitative comparison between the experimental results and the model prediction is not possible at current stage due to uncertainties in nanotube properties, interphase properties, in situ nanotube morphology, and the 2D nature of the current simulations. Nevertheless, the predicted pattern of influence of the interphase on the overall performance of the nanocomposites is consistent with the experimental observation:
• The nanocomposite shows property improvement over the pure polymer.
• The extent of this improvement varies in different frequency or temperature regimes, which can be related to the mobility difference between the interphase and the bulk polymer.
• The transition zones of the nanocomposites are broader than those of the bulk polymer in the cases of small to moderate volume fraction of discrete ͑nonoverlapping͒ interphase, which corresponds to data on unfunctionalized nanocomposites.
The modeling method was also shown to have the capability of addressing the effect of in situ configuration of the nanoparticles. Particularly, the model prediction for the nanoplatelet/ polycarbonate nanocomposite indicates that the waviness of the nanoplatelets can reduce the anisotropy of the nanocomposites.
The hybrid numerical-analytical method developed here can be adapted to model other behaviors of polymer nanocomposites, including thermal and electrical properties. Further investigation will address this issue, as well as 3D descriptions and the coupling to MD for more accurate assessment of the interphase.
